Joomla and PHP Custom Programming

PHP is a scripting language used widely in web development. It has a powerful and flexible
design that makes it the best suited option as a scripting language for web development.PHP
helps in creating and linking multiple databases through your web browser and is compatible
with almost every server on the internet. Its performance is seldom affected by the operating
system installed. While it is very well structured language, its powerful functionality makes
scripting look like a piece of cake like in PHP, arrays can contain every object type and even
with undeclared variables. Since its advent, PHP has gone through constant development and
up gradation to be this robust system with flexibility for different databases and ability to create
link up with them through a web browser. Over the years PHP has encompassed several progr
amming
paradigms such as
web programming
,
custom programming
,
PHP database programming
and
PHP object oriented programming
. Here at EgyMe Dot Com, we use PHP to build websites and application that furnish your every
business need, giving you solutions that help you in your business sphere.

Providing solutions for the most simplest and most intricate of you business problems.

If you are not able to locate some component or plugin and looking for its custom development
as per your business process or business rule. We will be glad to do Joomla component
development for you. We have following capabilities to serve you with utmost importance.

Joomla Custom Programming:

Joomla custom component, modules and plugins.
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Joomla custom component is Joomla programming where we will build a custom Joomla
component to suit your needs. E.g. let’s say you want functionality where you want to have
functionality like Boot reservation on your website. But there is no existing component that can
do this. That’s where we come in, one of our clients wanted this functionality and we developed
a
custom component for him in Joomla
you can check this component out at How much does this cost? Well it’s kind of hard to have a
fixed cost for
custo
m programming
it depends on your requirements and complexity.
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